
Wheel Operated Valves in O-Ring Seal design for
Dissolved Acetylene

Robust construction for high performance.

Ease of operation and reduced maintenance.
High leak integrity.

Meets Acetylene flashback test.
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Series CWH-10/D
(Top outlet valves)(Side outlet valves)

Series CWV-10/D
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Series CWH-10/D

Stainless steel filter
(60 mesh) provided on Inlet.

reduces friction and
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Robust high tensile brass
body withstands impact
energy of 400J.

closing in case of seat burnout.

Nylon 66 thrust washer

at high pressures.
provides external tightness

Features and Benefits for Best-in-Class Performance

Meets EN ISO 10297:2006, certified by BAM Berlin.
Available with mark in accordance with TPED.

for wheel fitment.

finish of sealing surface.

Meets IS:3224:2002, approved by PESO Nagpur and supplied under BIS inspection.

Specification and Certification:-
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Available in a varierty of Inlet

requirement.

Machined on state of the art
CNC machines for exceptional

Combination of simultaneous

Drain hole on hand wheel

0

dual seating and allow valve

Maximum package mass on
which valve may be used without : 111 kgs
protective cap

and outlet size as per customer

Top and bottom spindle

Flow coefficient (Cv) : 0.20 (approx.)

Brass nut & washer

Hydraulic pressure test : 675 Bar

seating designed to provide

Maximum closing torque : 7 Nm

for wear resistance and
high strength.

Metal sealing below gland

prevents water trapping
and wheel locking.

* Valve maximum dimensions meet requirement of Fig 3 of EN ISO :10297:2006.

metallic and non metallic

machined from naval brass

nut threads eliminates need
to retighten gland nut.

Minimum cycle life : 2000 cycles as per EN ISO 10297:2006

High durometer back up ring
protects O-ring.

EPDM O-ring provides
external tightness over entire
temperature and pressure
range.

* Dimensions shown are for 25.4 mm Inlet and IS/BS No.2 outlet.
* All dimensions are in mm.

Operating temperature : -20 C to +65 C
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Hex. 3/4" A/F

Recommended closing torque : 3-4 Nm

Maximum test pressure (TP) : 60 Bar

Lubricant : Gleitmo 591

Gland nut tightening torque : 60-70 Nm
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seating designed to provide

Robust high tensile brass

metallic and non metallic

body withstands impact
energy of 400J.

closing in case of seat burnout.

Combination of simultaneous

dual seating and allow valve

* Valve maximum dimensions meet requirement of Fig 3 of EN ISO :10297:2006.

* Dimensions shown are for 3/4"-14NGT Inlet and CGA 510 outlet.
* All dimensions are in mm.
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Fuse plug (Optional) : 98 -104 C

0

0 0
Flow coefficient (Cv) : 0.20 (approx.)

Maximum closing torque : 7 Nm

0

Minimum cycle life : 2000 cycles as per EN ISO 10297:2006

Hydraulic pressure test : 675 Bar

Operating temperature : -20 C to +65 C

Maximum package mass on
which valve may be used without : 111 kgs
protective cap

Recommended closing torque : 3-4 Nm

Maximum test pressure (TP) : 60 Bar

Lubricant : Gleitmo 591

Gland nut tightening torque : 60-70 Nm

Stainless steel filter
(60 mesh) provided on Inlet.
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Series CWV-10/D

Features and Benefits for Best-in-Class Performance

Meets EN ISO 10297:2006, certified by BAM Berlin.

Available with mark in accordance with TPED.

for wheel fitment.

exceptional finish of
sealing surface.

Meets IS:3224:2002, approved by PESO Nagpur and supplied under BIS inspection.

Specification and Certification:-

Available in a varierty
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Machined on state of the
art CNC machines for

Nylon 66 thrust washer

Drain hole on hand wheel

at high pressures.

of Inlet and outlet size as
per customer requirement.

Top and bottom spindle

Brass nut & washer

provides external tightness

brass for wear resistance
and high strength.

Metal sealing below gland

prevents water trapping
and wheel locking.

reduces friction and

machined from naval

nut threads eliminates need
to retighten gland nut.

High durometer back up ring
protects O-ring.

EPDM O-ring provides
external tightness over entire
temperature and pressure
range.
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Washer

Stainless Steel

Free cutting brass

Filter Net

3High tensile Brass

Nylon 66

4

Back up Ring

DESCRIPTION
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MATERIAL

Washer

Free cutting brass

Aluminium

Brass

EPDM

Naval brass
Naval brass with

SL.NO.
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Bottom Spindle

Valve body

30% glass filled Nylon
(Vo) with brass plate

Top Spindle

Thrust Washer

Gland Nut

Hand Wheel

Nut

O-Ring

Nylon 66 seat

1

2

3

Material of Construction and Assembly Arrangement

Wheel cover

11



Answer - The hand wheel prevents user from receiving a greater mechanical advantage than
necessary in operating the valve. Since the hand wheel limits the torque to safe
working limits, there is no damage to the internal mechanism, significantly increasing
valve life.

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)

Series CWH/CWV-10/D
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Answer - The CWH/CWV-10/D design has been tested for excessive torque and safe failure up
to a torque of 25 Nm in both opening and closing direction. This is more than three
times the maximum recommended torque of 7 Nm. The adjustable wrench may
be used to operate the valve if used carefully.

Question :- 2) Our customers handle cylinder roughly and often damage /break the hand wheels. So what is
the benefit of using wheel operated valves?

Question :- 1) How does the CWH/CWV-10/D valves compare with single spindle packed design valves?
Answer- The single spindle packed design valves have inherent limitation of particulate

generation due to packing wear, unpredicted increase in closing torque, frequent
need to tighten gland nut and seizing of spindle threads.
These limitations are eliminated in CWH/CWV-10/D design, which can be used with
little or no maintenance, providing reliable tightness under normal operating condition.

Question :- 4) What is the advantage of dual seating?

Question :- 5) How to handle case of breakage of spindle occurring on a pressurized cylinder requiring special
procedures to release the contents of the cylinder.

Answer - Dual seating ensures that the valves are closed manually even after partial or full
burn out of the polyamide seat in case of Acetylene flashback.
As a result CWH/CWV-10/D has been succesfully tested for Acetylene flashback test.

Answer- The CWH/CWV-10/D design fails safely when the operating mechanism is over
torqued in both opening and closing direction.
The top spindle is design to fail first leaving bottom spindle intact to allow safe cylinder
recovery procedure. The top spindle can be replaced with valve closed thereby
securing the contents of the cylinder.

Question :-3) When the hand wheel is broken or removed, plant operators use adjustable spanners to operate the
valves. How resistant is the valve operating mechanism to such practice?



Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)
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Series CWH/CWV-10/D

Answer - The CWH/CWV-10/D design does not require any special refurbishing tools. The valve
body internal threads or seat area are not damaged by frequent use or excessive
torque on the operating mechanism.

Question :-7) Why do we need lubrication on cylinder valves ?
Answer - CWH/CWV-10/D design, uses high quality lubricant compatible with Acetylene

service. The use of lubricant significantly reduces wear in moving parts and
increases valve life.

Question :-10) What needs to done if there is gland leakage ?

Question :-9) What kinds of valve refurbishing tools are required for maintenance?

Answer - In CWH/CWV-10/D design, the gland nut abutts at the inner end with the valve body
providing metallic sealing without the need to re- tighten the gland nut.

Following procedure should be followed in the unlikely scenario of a gland leakage.

Question :-8) What is the expected life of O-ring/Backup ring? Do we replace entire top spindle assembly
with O-ring/Back up ring in case of damage to the top spindle?

Answer - Tekno uses the finest quality of O-rings imported from one of the most reputed
manufacturer in the world. The O-ring/Backup ring, is protected in service from
extrusion by thrust washer at service pressure over 10 Bar.
The polyamide thrust washer in turn is protected from fraying by being capsule'd
inside the gland nut. Basically the elastomers do not need replacement during
normal operating conditions and service.

In addition the design ensures that the bottom spindle will not disengage with
the top spindle even if the thrust washer and valve seat are burnt out or missing.

Note - Tekno supplies top spindle assembly with factory fitting of O-ring/Back up ring,
duly lubricated. Customers may also order parts separately.

Question :-6) On some designs we experience loosening/ejection of the gland nuts when the valves are opened.
Does this design addresses this ?

Answer - The gland nut thread has a finer pitch than the bottom spindle threads. This
provides a mechanical lock preventing ejection of the operating mechanism
even if the gland nut is loose while the valve is being opened.

a) Leakage occurring between top spindle and gland nut bore - Clean O-ring
assembly. Replace if necessary.

b) Leakage occurring through gland nut threads, possible due to external impact on the
valve body - Tighten gland nut between 60-70 Nm to establish metallic seal between
valve body and gland nuts. Do not use PTFE tapes on the gland nut threads.
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a) Valve impact test at 400 J.
b) Salt spray test as per ISO 9227-2007 for 72 hrs followed by tightness test to check

resistance of valve design to ambient corrosion and discontinuity such as pores.
c) Seat lift out test (Endurance test in reverse direction) to ensure valve seat is

not prone to lift out during service.
d) Shock (Kick over) test to check valve does not open inadvertently during

service after shock/impact on the cylinder.
e) Shear inlet test or Excessive valving torque at 575 Nm (25 E inlet) to check valve

body has adequate mechanical strength and fails safely if subjected to excessive torque.

Question :-13) What additional tests has the CWH/CWV-10/D design being subjected to distinguish
itself from other products available in the market?

Answer - Besides fully meeting EN ISO 10297:2006 and IS:3224:2002 design and performance
requirements, the CWH/CWV-10/D design has been successfully tested for

Question :-14) Why the technical specification gives the maximum Test pressure and not Working pressure
of the valve design? How is it related to the burst disc pressure range?

Answer - As per ISO 10297:2006, the term "Working Pressure" is used with respect to
compressed gases while " Test pressure" is used for liquefiable and dissolved gases.
Considering C H is a dissolved gas, the valve manufacturer is obliged to test
valves up to the test pressure of the cylinder.

2 2

Answer - Polyamide 66 seat has a high cycle life and load bearing capacity. If the seating is
worn out the bottom spindle assembly needs to be replaced since the soft seat is
fitted in the bottom spindle by special crimping operation for one time use.

Answer - The CWH/CWV-10/D design does not use any thread sealant on gland nut threads.
The 3/4" hex gland nut with a M22 x1.0 pitch thread size provides increased wall
thickness in the valve body area which envelopes the gland nut. This makes the valve
body robust and resistant to mishandling.

Question :-11) Is it possible to replace Nylon66 seating ?

The width of the wrench flat of the gland nut is limited to discourage
users in the field to tamper with the factory torque setting of the gland nut. We
recommend use of 3/4" Hex box spanner with tight tolerance for opening and
installation of gland nut during maintenance.

Question :-12) It is not easy to open the gland nut. Are thread sealants applied on the gland nut threads ?
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